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TECHNICAL MEIORANDUM NO. 1050

HEAT TRANSFER OVER TEE CIRCUMFERENCE OF A HEATED
i

CYLINDER IN TRANSVERSE FLOW

By Ernst Schmidt and Karl Wenner

SUMMARY

A method for recording the local heat-transfer coeffi-

cients on bodies in flow was developed, The cylinder sur-

face was kept at constant temperature by the comden_tion of

vapor except for a narrow strip which is heated separately
to the same temperature by electricity. The heat-transfer

coefficient at each point was determined from the electric-

heat output and the temperature increase. The distribution

of the heat transfer along the circumference of cylinders

was recorded over a range of Reynolds numbers of from 5000

to 426,000. The pressure distribution was measured at the

same time. At Reynolds numbers up t_ around lO0,0©0 high

maximums of the heat transfer occurred in the forward stag-

nation point at 0 ° and on the rear side at 180 °, while at

around 80 o the heat-transfer coefficient on both sides of

the cylinder behind the forward stagnation point manifested

distinct minimums. Two other maximums occurred at around

ll5 ° behind the forward stagnation point between 170,000

and 423,000. At 428,000 the heat transfer at the location

of these maximums was almost twice as great as in the for-

ward stagnation point, and the rear half of the cylinder

diffused about 60 percent of the entire heat. The tests

are compared with the results of other experimental and
theoretical investigations.

INTRODUCTION

While the following measurements on the distribution

of the heat transfer along the circumference of cylinders

had been made by the machine laboratory of the Danzig

*"W_[rmeahgab_ ({bet den Umfang tines angeblasenen geheizten

Zylinders." Forschung auf dem Gebiete des Ingenieurwesens,

vol. 12, no. 2, R_arch-April 1941, pp. 65.73.
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Technical Institute in 1935-33, their publication had

been held in abeyance p_nling their extension to still

higher Reynolds null]bets, iieanWhile Krujilin (reference I)

in 1938 published siuilar me_sure_Gents at about the same

Reynolds numbers the results of w._ich are qualitatively

in agreement with our own experiments. Hc too observed

at high Reynolds nunlbers the markedly defined maximum of

the heat transfer at ii0 ° to 120 ° behind the forward st_-

nation point. But quantitatively there are considerable

discrepancies. At Re = 39,500 his reported heat transfer

in the forward stagnation point is 30 percent greater

than in our te_ts and at Re = 425,000 it is 35 percent.

His valucs are too high by about the san]e amounts compared

to the measurements of all the other observers whose

averages are in good agreement with ours. The calculation

of the heat transfer in the forward stagnation point of

cylinders by Squire (unpublished b_t mentioned in "l_iodern

Dcve!opmcnts in Fluid Dynar.]ics _t vol. 2, Oxford, 1938,

p. 631) is also in agreement with our experiments.

TEST iETHOD AND EXPERII,iENT-&L LAYOUT

fixed wall of area F and temperature tw trans-

,_]its by conduction and convection on air with the temper-

ature t L measured at sufficient distance from the wall

in u_it time the heat volume

Q = c_F(t w - t L) (i)

wnorc

heat_transfer coefficient

C._ a,_ cylinder of diauetcr d heated transversely

by air with velocity w the heat-transfer coefficient

c_ depends, besides the Reynolds numbcr Re = _d/_ of

the flow, on the loc,.tion of t_i_c particular ares, on the

xrc_linder circumference.

Introducin_ the heat-transfer coefficient in non-

dii.ucnsional fern] as Nusselt number Nu = (_d/k, where

k is .the, thermal conductance of air, it affords a

relation of the form
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if _ is the angle counted from the forward stagnation

,point characterizing the position of the heat-diffusing
surfaceparticle on the tube circumference.

l[either the shape nor the temperature of the cylinder

surf:_ce must be subjected to a perceptible variation dur_n_
the measurement of the local heat diffusion, so as not to

disturb the field of velocity and temperature. The follow-

ing method was therefore employed: The major portion of

the heat-diffusing surface of the hollow'brass cylinders

ws.s kept at a constant temperature of I00 ° by intern_l

heating with vapor of atmospheric pressure, except at one

place (fig. 1), where a strip of the surface was removed

and replaced by a thick, hollow copper bar heated inter'

nally by electricity. This heating element was insulated

by an air layer boundedby polished metal surfaces. The

surfaces of the heating element and vapor-heated cylinder

meet at the cylinder circumference to within a clearance

of about 0.3 millimeter in width, which is coated with

bakelite lacquer so that no interruption of the smooth

cylindrical surface occurs_

Figure 2 is a perspective sectional view of the

design; a is the heating ele_zent in form of a hollow,

rectangular copper bar, housing the heating coil b.

The thermocouplem c soldered to the heating element

pass through pipe d to the outside, The hea_ing element

is so supported in box e by means of the pertinax straps

f as to leave between beth an isolating air space bounded

by polished metal surfaces. The surfac9 temperature of

the vapor-heated cylinder part is measured at four points
g in tubing h along the circhmfcre_ce, soldered from

the inside to the cylinder wall. The tubing h Passes _

through the vapor chamber to a hole in the cylinder by
means of which the prossuro distribution along the cir_

cumference can be d_terminedo The vapor for heating the
cylinder is fed tilrough tu_e i in such aiounts that

always an excess flows off thrQugh pipe k into a con_

densator to prevent air from entering the vapor chamber.

The electric heating of the copper bar is so ad-

justed that it assumes the same temperature as the vapor-
heated cylinder portion. The temperatures were recorded

with soft-soldered manganin-constantan thermocouples of

0.3 millimeter in diameter by means of a Wolff compensator

according to Diesselhorst. Four to six thermocouples
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each were employed on both the copper bar and the cylinder.
Originally all temperatures were measured against one cold
junction, but later on only the difference between the
Cylinder and :the copper bar was determined for simplicity,
Where, {n view of the small difference in this range the
calibration curve of the thermocouples could be regarded "_s
_ straight line with a slope 0.02126 ° C at O.001 -millivolt.
2.._eair-temperature was measured by a heat-resistant ther-
mometer inserted laterally in the jet; it ranged between
20° and 26° C in the different te_ts and _n one test was
cons ta_t to 0.I °''.

The hcating element can be turned as indicated in
figure 1 through any desired angle _p in respect to the
flow directi'on by turning the whole tube'about its axis
and a graduated disk. By turnln- the tube the pressure
test station of tubin_ h is _oved with it and supplies
the pressure distribution p over the circumference,
The "outPut of the heatir_,z clement ascertained with pre-
cision am_etcr and voltmeter gives the heat transfer of
the part of the cylinder surface occupied by it. Half
the area of the small gap filled with bakelite bet_[een
heating clement awl cylinder is counted as heating _urfacc.

The cylinder with the heating clement was mounted
upright in the air stream of a rectangular nozzle of
500 millimeters in width _,nd 250 millimeters in h_:i_.ht,

an& placed in the partition wall of two rooms of 6 by 5

and 5 b.v4 square meters floor space and 3 meters in

hei;_ht. A. Betz ventilator with diffuser in a second

opening of the same wall pushed the air from the larger
into the smaller room from which it was returned through

t_ic nozzle into the first. Stilling surfaces assured

disturbance-free air flow into the nozzle. In an earlier

study with tl_e same nozzle arrangement Hilpert (reference

2) proved that the employed nozzle gives _n air stream of

.very uniform vclocit'y distribution. The flow velocity

" co_._.!d be varied between 2 _nd 33 motors per second by

moans of the ventilator. To assure a fairly constant air

stream with respect to time, the ventilator ._as.driven

• from two separate storage batteries_ one feeding the field,

the other the armature, x_Cr addin_ an aopropriate number of

cells to the armature battery the rotational speed in the

_ri_ature circuit cO_Id be varied within wide limits with-

o:,t variable rheostat _nd kept very constant.

The airspeed was determined from the pressure dif-

ference of the t_o rooms before and behind the nozzle and

al_o _ith a Prandtl pitot tube.
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The pressure dfstribution on the cylinder circum-
ference was determined by the cited orifice of 1 milli-
meter, the static pressure Po in undisturbed flow and
the equivalent pressure of the test chamber, respectively,
into which the jet entered, serving as reference pressure.
The pressures were recorded with a micromanometer filled
with xylol, calibrated by means of a Levy-type pressure
balance (reference 3), and supplemented at high pressures
by an Askania _Tater-column minimeter.

EXPERIMENTAL CYLINDERSI

The cylinders were 50, 1O0, and 250 millimeters
in diameter. The dimensions of the heating elements are
appended in table I. The 50-millimeter cylinder was
fitted in the nozzle with its axis parallel to the 600-
millimeter •long nozzle edge; but in one test with Re =
8290 it stood upright, that is, parallel to the short
edge of the nozzle.

End disks of 250-millimeter diameter in'serted
perpendicular to the axis on the cylinder removed the
disturbing effect of the cylinder ends on the flow.
The 100- and the 250-millimeter cylinder were mounted

with their axis at right angles to the longitudinal
edges of the nozzle. The 800-millimeter long exit
edges of the nozzle were lengthened by flat plates of
cardboard through which the ends extended into the test
cylinder.. The distance from cylinder axis • to nozzle-
exit opening amounted to 165 millimeters on the 50-
millimeter cylinder and to 360 millimeters on the two
others. Figure 3 is a photograph of the setup showing
the nozzle a and the 100-millimeter cylinder b.
Directly belo_ the electrically heated boiler for pro-
ducing the vapor is indicated as thick cylinder c
wrapped in aluminum foil, •

An estimate of the effect of the end disks per- _
pendicular to the axis of the tube on the basis of the
Blasius equation for laminar-boundary-layer thickness
on a flat plate gave at the lowest airspeed a thickness
of 0.75 centimeter. Since the ends of the heating ele-
ments were always about 50 millimeters from the end disks,
its effect does not extend as far as the heating element.
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TESTING PROCEDUREAND EVALUATION

After an initial run of the motor and after the air

stream had become constant with respect to time, the heat

output of the copper bar was regulated so that its tem-

perature in the steady state was the same as that of the

vapor-heated portion of the cylinder surface. To save

time, small but constant temperature variations up to

-_0.4 ° were at times tolerated during the adjustment,

The small:_thermal Interchar. ge Q_ involved between

heating barand vapor-heated surface was obtained by:

special calib-ration tests and applied as correction.

The amount of heat diffused by radiation

Qs = 'Os]?[(Tw!lO0)" - (TLflO0)']

must be deducted from the electrically measured heat

output Qg.

F radiating surface, tho. t is, the heat-diffusing

surface of the copper bar inclusive of half the

bakelite-coated clearance space in square meters

Cs :--4.96 kilocalories per soua__e meter per hour (deg K) _,

the radiation factor of the absolutely black body

emission ratio of the polished copper surface, which

.with consideration of tie more radiriting half of

the clearance space was appraised at O.10

Tw = 273 ° + i00 ° temperature at the surface

TL := 273 ° + 24 ° surrounding temoerature

Table II contains the effective quantities of the

radiating surfaces of t.he heating bars and the values

of the radiation-diffused heat quantities Qs for the

different tubes.

Allowance for the corrections Q% and Qs' the

absolute values of which range at small Re between

0 an! 4 percent, at large Re between 0 and 3 percent

of the he_,ting performance, affords the heat transfer

= Qg-Q_-Qs of the heating element and thus the

heat-transfer coefficient according to equation (1).
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The airspeed follows from _ : _-2g AP/7. where
AP (kg/m a) is the pressure difference between pressure
and suction space before and behind the nozzle, g =
9.SI meters per second per second, the gravitational
acceleration, and 7 (kg/m 3) the specific gravity of air.
In table III the individual values of the readings and
the results computed therefrom are given for a test on
the 10C-mi!limeter cylinder at Re = 39,800. (P-Po is
difference of pressure p at location _ of the tube
circumference and of the static pressure Po in undis-
turbed air stream,)

Tile principal data of the tests are collected in
table IV. The calculation of Nu and Re was based
on the planimeteredlaverage values of k = 0.0241

kilocalories per meter per hour per degree Centigrade

and D : 19.4 X 10 -6 square meters per second between

2_ 0 an_ i000 C. _ '

RESULTS OF TESTS

In figures 4 to 6 the dimensionless Nu obtained

from the experiments arc shown plotted against the angle

%o for different Re. Starting from the stagnation point

the heat-transfer coefficient _ drops to a distinct minimum

close before q_ = 90 o and then rises again, which is so

to much higher values as Re is greater.

It is to be noted that the test points give the local

average value of _ over the width of the heating bar.

Hence at places whorc the heat-transfer coefficients plot-

ted against qo have a minimum, th.e _urve of the local
heat-transfer coefficient must extend below the meast_rod

values and vice versa.

The peculiar distribution is even plainer in the

polar diagrams of figure 7. At around _ = ± 115 ° dis-

tinct maximums of the heat transfer occur for Reynolds

numbers above 200,000, and which at Rc = 426,000 are

almost twice as high as in the stagnation point. On

the rear of the cylinder at _ = 180 ° the heat-transfer

coefficients for Reynolds numbers of from 25,000 to

426,000 arc greater than in the forward stagnation

_Oint.
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These phenomena._rc _ot known at the time of our
experiments, since measurements of this nature at such
lar@e Reynolds numbers Vere up to then unavailable, al-
though Krujilin had published simils, r results in 1938
(reference i).

In general, the measurements were limited to half
tile cylinder circumference; but as a c:heck on the sym-
metry several check m@asurements of the heat transfer
and the pressure distribution were carried out_over the
entire circumference without, however, manifesting any
substantial differences between both halves.

The pressure distribution at dlf{erent Re meas,
ured on the heated tube is given in figure 8. TI_o
minimum of the press'ure distribution lies before the '
minimum of the heat-transfer coefficient indicated with

At Re between 180,00© and 400,000, that is, in_min"
the so-called critical-resistance region in which the
marked drop of the resistance coefficient occurs, the
known strong pressure minimum is seen at _ closely
below 90°. The very small low pressure at the back is
probably attributable to the insufficient width of the
jot compared to tube diameter. The jet is to some ex-
tent split by the cylinder.

Interesting para_llels arc obtained when the distri-
bution of the heat-transfer coofficibnt is compared wish

r

mcasurcmcnts of the shear-stress distribution on the-_all

of a circular cylinder as made by Fage and Falkncr (refer-

once 4) with a Stanton-t_pe_ _ exploring tube. Besides the

heat-transfer-d_stribution together with the corresponding

pressure distribution by our measurements at Re = 4_6,000,

•that is, in the post-critical region, figure 9 shows a

shear-stress distribution by Fage and Falkner at Re =

163,000, but with turbulence grid in the flow before thQ

test cylinder. The peculiarity of the shear-stress curve

indicates thst through the turbulence grid a critical or

c_ost-critical flow form has been attained even at the
.

still comparatively small Rgynolds number. For the re_t ....

tnc curve is less interesting quantitatively than

qualitatively., ,, ,

The minimum _f ithc heatatransf6r coefficient agrees

with the minimum of the frictional _ intensity which accord-

ing to Fage and Falknor is also indi6ated in th_ pressure-

distribution curve by an inflection point. Near this
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inflection, they concluded, a transition from laminar to
turbulent flow takes place in the boundary layer. The
observed second maximum of the heat-transfer coefficient,
at around_0 -- 115°, appears too in the shear-sti'ess-
distribution curve as second maximum. Obviously the
cause of both eTfects is a common one: Through the tur-
bulent interchange of momentum the boundary layer behind
thc place of the minimum is newly accelerated. Not until
the second maximum has been reached does the orderly
boundary-layer flow cease and the boundary layer separate
from the flow.

C0_PARISON WITH OTHERDATA

Various measurements of other observers on the dis-
tri_ution of the heat transfer at Re = 39,800 are com-
pared in figure lO with the data of the present report at
Re = 39,800, that is, practically for the same Reynolds
numbero

In closest agreement with our experiments are the
measurements of Small (reference 5) who measured the
temperature gradient in a layer of a poor heat conductor
inserted as sector in the tube with a thermopile. But
the peak .of his curve at $ = 0 is most unlikely. His
measurements do not go to such high Reynolds numbers as.
ours. The experiments of Drew and Ryan (reference 6)
and of Klein (reference 7) are less reliable. The test
method of Lohrisch (reference 8) who inferred the heat
transfer from the absorption of ammonium is afflicted
with even greater sources of error. Krujilin's curve
(reference l) lies considerably above all others. The
cause of these departures is likely to be found in the
roughness of his tubes of porcelain and cast iron, al-
though in the face of meagernes_ of data of this report
it can only be surmised.

Plotted against the Reynolds number, figure ll shows
the percent of heat transfer apportioned to the back of
the tube. At Re = 5000 this share amounts to only 30
percent, at Re = 54,000 to 50 percent, and at _till
higher Reynolds numbers it rises to around 60 percent.
Even inthe critical range of Reynolds number where the
resistance of the tube is considerably lower as a result
of the reduction of the negative pressure at the back,
the proportion of the back to the heat transmission re-
mains large.
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The measured distribution curves give, when planim-
etered, the average heat-transfer coefficients of the
entire tube. On comparing the so-obtained values with
Hilpertt@ carefully executed experiments (reference 2)
they are found to lie a little above at Reynolds numbers
o£ less than l0 s . These differences are attributabl,s to
the inevitably greater measuring errors associated with
our _ethod. Possibly the joint between copper bar and
tube, in spite of being carefully coated, introduced a
small disturbance of the flow and hence a slight increase
in heat transfer.

Squire theoretically computed the heat-transfer
coefficient in the forward stagnation point of a cylinder
and arrived at the formula Nu -- Io01 _/'R_. A comparison
of his result (strai_ht line) with our measurements is
given in figure 13_ The agreement is exceptionally good.

INCREASE OF HEAT TRANSFERT?IROU_'_{II{CREISING

TURBULENCEOF FLOW

Prandtl's observations of the effect of a disturbance
of flow at the front by an "interference wire" on the re-
sistance of spheres sug<ested the use of such wires here
also,

Figure 14 snows the variation of the heat transfer
caused by two Straight brass wires 1.5 millimeters in
diameter fitted on both sides of the stagnation point at
02= ±77. 5o • The heat diffusion is reduced at the front
but raised on the back. At the location of the wire a
stccp jag occurs whic_ in p_rt is due to the greater
turbulence and in part to th<; cooling-fin action of the
good heat-conducting quality of the wire. One interest-
i,_g feature of the curves is th&t at q_= ±ll5 ° tnc local
maximu_ is already indicated, _,rnich at higher Reynolds
numbers occurs at this place as a result of boundary-layer
turbulence. The increase _t the back exceeds the decrease
at the front so that on the whole the interference wire
increases the heat transfer. Fii_ure 15 shows the effect
of the interferei_ce wire on the pressure distribution.
Planim@try o£ the curves with cons£deration of the dircc-
tionof the force at tl_o surface of the tube results, of
course, in an increase of the resistance of the tube
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through the interference wire in contrast to Prandtl
tests on spheres. So far these experiments have not
been extended to a sufficient range of Reynolds numbers;
or else heat-transfer distributions would have been pre-
sumably reached at relatively low Reynolds numbers as
they occur at the smooth pipe only at high Reynolds
numbers.

H_AT TRANSFERAT THE FRONT OF FLOWPROFILES

In order to secure some reference data _n the heat
transfer at the front of stream profiles With the exist-
ing test setup the 100-millimeter cylinder was faired at
the back as illustrated in figure 16. The parallel arcs
touch with their apex the tube at _ = ±900 . This append-
age modifies the heat transfer at the front very little;
it drops a little at the stagnation point, but for 45o
to about 85o° it is mos_'likely increased as a result
of the facilitated flowoff.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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TABLE I

DIiviENSIONSOF HE-_TiNGELE]viENTS

Num-
ber

1
2
3

Cylinder
diameter

(mm)

50

i00

250

Width

(ram)

4.7 i0.8

12.5 14.3

12.5 5.8

i

Length

(ram)

200

160

180

I,, j

TABLE iI

HEAT RAD I-_<TI 0N

Cylinder

diameter

(mm)

Heatingb'ar

surface

(cm m ) ".

50 9.5

i00 20,1

_50, _ . 2o.i-
! i

rf

' Heat

r,adiation

(kca !/hr )

0.050

.115

.115
I
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TABLE IV

PRINCIPAL TESTS

T_:-t

cyl-
i:<c].er

d

(_:=)

5o

!!00 I

_-l!:i

_8 r o-

metric

pres-

s11ro

741
729
744

Specific

weight
of air

1.15s
z.z46
1.156

Air -

_peed

S.23
13.2

2o.5

;Reynolds

ntm!b e r

l_e

21 200
I

33,9ao
52,Z00

760

737
755
756
76o
761

747
747
7'4l
7_-s

.Ig3

.174

.1s9

.189

.184

.is6

.171

.17o

.153

29o

000

800

_5o
55o
30o

.167

3.22 8,

33.0 17o,
7.73 39,
12.5 ! 64,
3.o£i 15,

19.7 i lOl,

I

3.04! 39,2oo
7.911 lO2,OO0
2o.o i 257,6oo
33.1 _26,ooo

Nusselt n_nber

Front Back!Aver-
i age

J

Nu V _ ,

I

rr i
117 ile6
171 !173
32.11 51.4

iii

1%

71

3_2
1_46

199
91

2-+b

l_9
-)_, P_-gO

412
596

_25
134

193
6o

293

97
220

531
_,26

196
y6

26_
I

llS

833
_Te
711

Average

heat

transfe_

coef-

ficient

mShr°C

45..3
61
S3
24.7

93
33.s
47.2
18.2

64
I

ll.S
i

e2.5
, 45.6
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Figure 1.- Section through test

cylinder with heating
element.

Figure 2.- Test cylinder, a - heat-

ing element, b - heating
coil, c - thermocouples, d - pipe

through which the thermocouples pass,

e - box, f - pertinax insulating

straps, g - tubing for measuring cir-

cumferential temperature, h - tubing

for measuring pressure, i - vapor
feed pipe, k - vapor discharge pipe.

Figs. 1,2,3

Figure 3.- Experi-

mental

set-up, a - rectang-

ular nozzle, b -

test cylinder, c -
steam boiler.
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Figure 5.- Heat transfer dis-
tribution across _

the cylinder circumference for

different Reynolds numbers.
d = I00 ram; cL= 0.24 Nu.

Figs. 4,5,6

Figure 4.- Heat transfer
distributions

across the cylinder cir-
cumference for different

Reynolds numbers, cl= ram;

a = 0.43 Nu.

Figure 6.- Heat transfer

distribution

across the cylinder cir-

cumference for different

Reynolds numbers, cl= 2 50 mm;
cL= .097 Nu.
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Figs. 7,8,9
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Figure 8.- Pressure distribution
curves for different

Reynolds nymbers, p - Po = in-

crement of pressure at tube sur-

face over static pressure Po in
undisturbed flow with velocity

w o and densityp .

16-1_ ' -
: i
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Figure 7.- Typical heat trans-
fer distribution

curves in the polar diagram.
Curves (i) and (_) in the pre-

critical resistance zone,
curves (3) and (4) in the

critical resistance zone,

curve (5) in the post-critl-
cal resistance zone, (in a

given case, end of critical
range). The curves are recorded
on one side and symmetrically
transferred to the other side.

Figure 9.- Distribution
of Nusselt

number Nu and pressure

P - Po

, i/2PWo _ at Re = 4_6000

and distribution of skin
I

' friction at Re =

_J/_Z_ 168,000 with turbulence

...... ,___ grid (according to Fage
. p_ and Falkner) over the

{i a%. L_ I! circumference of a
cylinder.
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Figure ll.- Proportion of
back to the

total heat transfer.

i '
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Figure 10.- Comparison of test

data for Re = 3_800
with other observers.

Figure 13.- Heat transfer co-
efficient in the

forward stagnation point of _
the cylinder. (Solid line

represents $_ulre's theoret-
ical solution.)
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Figure 1£.- Comparison of

the average
heat transfer coefficient

for the total cylinder

circumference with Hil-

_ert's curve.
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Figure 15.- Effect of inter-
ference wire on

pressure distribution.
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Figure 14.- Effect of inter-
ference wire at

= 77.5 ° on heat transfer.
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Figure 16.- Effect of fairing
at back on heat

transfer at front of cylinder.




